
 

 

The Seminar will be held at the Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya (ICGC) main facilities in 

Barcelona. 

Parc de Montjuïc, 08038 Barcelona.  

GPS 41°22'12.76"N, 2° 9'20.49"E. 

www.icgc.cat 

Map here.  

Nearest Metro stations:  

 L3 (green) - Poble Sec 

 L3 (green) – Espanya 

 L1 (red) – Espanya 

Nearest bus stops:  

 55 

 121 

 193 

 

 

http://www.icgc.cat/
http://mercuri.icc.cat/website/guia/carrerer.html?zoom=7&xy=429392%3A4580177&base=m&ident=Institut%20Cartogr%C3%A0fic%20i%20Geol%C3%B2gic%20de%20Catalunya%3Cbr%3EParc%20de%20Montjuïc%3Cbr%3E08038%20Barcelona&capes=METRO,BUSTMB


 

 

Transport Airport – Barcelona – Airport. 
 
Public transport linking the airport with the city centre is: 

o Airport train. The airport train has its first departure from airport at 05:42 a.m. and the last 

of the day at 11:38 p.m. Train station is very close to Terminal 2 (T2) of the airport. However, 

most of the flights arrive at Terminal 1 (T1). If so, we recommend taking a shuttle bus 

(Bustransit T1-T2), which is free and will take you from one terminal to another in about 8-10 

minutes 

 

o Aerobus. The Aerobus is the Barcelona’s Airport express shuttle that takes people to and 

from the airport and the city centre. It makes a few stops around town (including in the Plaza 

de España, very close to ICGC). The Aerobus A1 goes to T1 and the Aerobus A2 goes to 

T2. At airport facilities, the Aerobus A2 has stops at T2 (T2A, T2B y T2C), and the Aerobus 

A1 has one in T1. They are adapted buses, with space for disabled guests, and have luggage 

rack. Aerobuses look different to the standard Barcelona buses. The Aerobuses for T1 and 

T2 are light and dark blue and have “Aerobus” written down the side. You may buy the ticket 

on the bus (cash) or in vending machines at the airport with credit card. Make a visual signal 

to the driver with the arm or hand to notice the driver. The cost of the single trip is 5.65 Euros.  

 

o City buses. Other buses available for transfer between the airport and city centre are the 

TMB (Barcelona’s Metropolitan Transport) Airport Bus Number 46 and the Night Bus N17 

(operated by MOHN). These buses are cheaper; however they are slightly slower, less 

frequent and provide less space for luggage. 

 

o Taxi service. Taxis operate 24 hours a day. The approximate cost (in Barcelona taxis 

operate with taximeter) of a trip between the airport and city centre is around 25-30 Euros. 

Barcelona’s taxis are black and yellow. The availability of driver small exchange is 20 Euros. 

If you need to change currency and get penny, we suggest you to go to currency exchange 

services at the airport, or bank offices located at arrivals hall. 

 

http://www.barcelona-tourist-guide.com/en/airport/transport/barcelona-airport-train.html
http://www.barcelona-tourist-guide.com/en/airport/transport/barcelona-airport-aerobus.html
http://www.tmb.cat/en/home
http://www.barcelona-tourist-guide.com/en/airport/transport/barcelona-airport-taxis.html

